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>
>
>>
>>
>> To whom it may concern,
>>
We are writing about the Rocky Mountain power VS. solar power in Utah. We purchased a solar system about two
years ago and it cost us a significant amount of money. Thousands of dollars. The way Rocky Mountain power
reimburses us is already less than what they charge their customers. If anything they should pay us what they charge
their customers. They also charge us monthly just to have a meter which is probably inflated. Now they want to take
most of the rest of the amount of our power generation. We wanted to contribute to the green energy program supported
by the State of Utah when we purchased our solar system. We even received a credit from the state of Utah for tax
purposes. Thank you for that by the way. Please do not allow Rocky Mountain power to remove the benefit to Utah of all
the people who have sacrificed to install green energy systems. The return on investment for these systems at the
current cost structure are many years in the future. I estimate it will take approximately 12 years for us to just break even
on the cost of the installation. If Rocky Mountain Power gets its way there will be no more solar panels installed in Utah.
This will increase green house gases causing more air pollution. RMP doesn’t even pay for the extra power they get from
us at the end of March each year. They just take it at no cost to them. I think that program is wrong too. They should
have to pay for that power.
>>
Also, why did I have to hear about this proposal from my neighbor? I have heard nothing about this until he
mentioned it to me. It seems like this is silently happening behind the backs of all the people with solar power systems.
>>
Please DO NOT let Rocky Mountain Power strong arm us and destroy our investment in green energy! We’ve
made a very expensive investment for ourselves, for Utah, and for our environment.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>> Jan White
>> Liberty, Utah 84310
>
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